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Abstract

The aim of this study was to know description of fulfillment aspects of marital satisfaction of teenage who got pre marital pregnant. The fulfillment of all aspects shows that she is satisfied with her marital (Saxton, 1986). Informants were two teenagers who got pre marital pregnant. This study use qualitative approach with case study intrinsic method. Methods that used to take the data are interview and field note. Meanwhile the writer uses &ldquo;theory driven&rdquo; thematic to analyze. The result of this study shows that the fulfillment of marital satisfaction of teenage who got pre marital pregnant is seen from the fulfillment form of psychology necessity. The forms of psychological aspect are: friendship between partner, feeling to be respected by partner, reaching agreement between partner, none of negative stimulus from partner and appearing warmth and affection between partner. While in material aspect, most of fulfillment form are still helped by parents, also it can seen from living condition which is not tidy. Furthermore in sexual aspect, sexual interaction form which fulfilled can be seen on emotional aspect of fulfillment satisfaction.
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